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Abstract
The study explored the perceptual factors behind the Content’s Credibility of WhatsApp messages and the Decision to Share that Content with others. Further, causation between the two variables amongst youth is also checked. The study has been done by carrying out a review of more than one hundred papers and using a sample of 300 youth aged between 15 to 24 years and by circulating a self-designed questionnaire on the perceptual factors behind Content’s Credibility of WhatsApp messages and the Decision to Share that Content with others. The results of this study highlighted five major indicators determining the psychology behind content credibility and nine factors showing the decision to share the content among the peer group of youth. Substantial causation is seen between content credibility and decision to share. The work contributes to the growing area of research in WhatsApp as messages sharing media and youth involvement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Immense technologies have proliferated human life. The category of individuals using it the most are students, the young crowd. WhatsApp is no exception to this. Youth spend plenty of their time sharing WhatsApp messages from one person to another (Buhler, Neustaedter, and Hillman, 2013). There is an unspoken competition between them always, for sharing and being the first to do so (Lee, 2018). Only a small percentage of youth are there who check and verify what they are sharing with others (Ireton and Posetti, 2018). This area of understanding what is content credibility, factors leading to it, and why youth share WhatsApp with others remained unknown.

Social media, when its use started, encouraged people to be a part of it and encouraged everyone to share information through it because social media has its credibility and thus enhanced entire communication effectiveness. The credibility of content influences the entire processing part of the information, which further influences the beliefs and attitudes of the individual (Kumkale, Albarracin, and Seignourel, 2010).

Today, the use of the social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp use SNS (Simple Notification Service) platform (Hermida, 2012; Mitchell et al., 2013 cited in Safori, Rehman, and Mohammed, 2016) is high. Introduction of usage free platforms like WhatsApp have brought drastic changes in the information-sharing practices in India (Chakrabarti, Stengel, and Solanki, 2018), bring information sharing at low cost and at real-
time. WhatsApp has been used for a variety of purposes and the level of WhatsApp usage in India is approx. 400 million and growing (Banaji and Bhatt, 2018).

Looking into the present context, content credibility needs to be investigated as it was catering to the needs of the credible information-seeking audience.

Content’s Credibility: Youth and Social Media

Misinformation is a complex problem which lies at the juncture of human psychology. Though it is an old problem, in recent years it has multiplied because of Information Communication Technology and has become a challenge especially now when there is much variation in the use of social media platforms like WhatsApp by the youth who belong to the different cultural and social background (Amedie, 2015; Happer, 2013).

Credibility is the most critical factor in social media (Rieh et al., 2014). The users of social media platforms become the creator of content rather than a mere reviewer (Li and Suh, 2015). Metzger et al., (2003) has described content credibility as “the perceived credibility of the communicated message itself, such as informational quality, accuracy, or currency”. Fogg (1999) defined credibility ad believability. Credible sources are considered trustworthy (Self, 1996). People are skeptical about the media credibility of the newspaper, T.V., radio, news websites, and social media (Jiang, 2017). Mehrabi et al. (2009) worked on and measured the notion of press and television credibility. Li and Suh (2015) found five factors influencing it.

The early credibility studies focused on source credibility. The perception of source credibility is affected by the information available on social media (Westerman, Spence, and Heide's, 2012 cited in Li and Suh, 2015; Hovland and Weiss 1951) and further affects audience involvement (Metzger et al., 2003 cited in Li and Suh (2015), their beliefs (Burgoon & Hale, 1984; Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953 cited in Li and Suh, 2015) and their persuasiveness. Sources that match audience attitude and context are perceived to be credible (Wathen and Burkell, 2002).

In the work of Wilson and Sherrell (1993), factors affecting the perception of credibility like “expertise, attractiveness, similarity, and trustworthiness” were found. O’Hara, Netemyer, & Burton, (1991) quoted dynamism, likeability, and goodwill as factors affecting the credibility of the source.

Unfortunately, there is no gatekeeper for information on social media. When a person relies on a channel for information, it becomes credible media for him (Johnson & Kaye, 1998; Kiousis, 2001 cited in Li and Suh (2015). Youth evaluate Twitter as the most credible medium of political news (Bhutta & Ali, 2017). Entertainment (Alzahrani and Alnzi, 2019) and scoop (Safori, Rahman, Mohammed, & Choi, 2017) are the reason behind credibility and sharing WhatsApp messages. In the modern online environment, the credibility of content is challenging to measure (Sundar, 2008). Though Li and Suh (2015) and Safori, Rahman, & Mohammed (2016) tried to found aspects related to content credibility.

Earlier to WhatsApp, the content analysis of messages was done though (Rosenfeld et al., 2018), but recent researches are more focused on the psychology of people through surveys and experiments (Church and Oliveira, 2013; Pielot et. al., 2014; O’Hara et. al. 2014; Mudliar and Rangaswamy, 2015). Several studies have focused on analysis free from human bias and have developed models that can predict the age, gender, personality of the author based on the content (Argamon et al., 2009; Tangand Goldman,2002; Wang, Burke and Kraut, 2013).
Whatever be the case, content credibility is much an area of research. The elaboration likelihood model (ELM by Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) explained factors forming people’s perception of information credibility. As per this model, “Medium, Message and source credibility” are three dimensions of information credibility. Medium credibility is the credibility of an information medium (Newhagen & Nass, 1989; Sundar and Nass, 2001) and message credibility refers to the credibility of messages communicated (Metzer et al., 2003).

Considering the other factors affecting the credibility of information, the believability of information (McKnight, & Kacmar, 2007, August) is one of the strongest factors affecting credibility. The information quality in terms of quality and accuracy (Metzer et al., 2003), and source credibility in terms of expertise and trustworthiness are strong determinants of content credibility. The medium of information should satisfy its user in terms of use (Grant, Guthrie, and Ball-Rokeach, 1991). The medium should be interactive (Harrin, 2006) to have a higher level of audience involvement. Further transparency of medium builds trusts (Andrews, 2003; Yang and Lim, 2009) and users feel free to express themselves. Information quality and argument strength enhance message credibility (Kim and Benbasat, 2009; Cacioppo, Petty, and Morris, 1983; Sia, Tan, and Wei, 1999; Ball-Rokeach, 1998; Kahn, Strong and Wang, 2002). How information is processed by the receiver also affects information credibility (Petty, Cacioppo, 1986).

The perceived credibility of content on WhatsApp determines its credibility. Messages sent via WhatsApp messenger are shared and re-shared many times by multiple sources which create a self-curated content collection (Domingo et al., 2008 as cited in Elhadidi, 2019) which further creates confusion about the source of the content. The users, therefore have to examine and re-examine the credibility of such messages as they are unaware of the source (Appleman and Sundar, 2016). Sharing of such content by users indicates the engagement of the user with content and indicating credibility by the user (Hermida, Fletcher and Logan, 2012; Lee and Ahn, 2013).

**Determination of Message Sharing Behaviour of Youth**

Youths like to remain with their friends that permit them to bring down the danger of being left alone, the sentiment of pity, stress, and desire as expressed by an ongoing report cited by Seabrook, Kern, and Rickard (2016). Social media has become a significant device for youth, encouraging the collaboration furthermore, discussion with their companions. Youth can learn essential social aptitudes through their online movement via social media (Lenhart, 2015). Aptitudes, like keeping up a relationship and improving exchange capacities, get a lift as they proceed to utilize the internet based life stage for a more extended timeframe (Anderson and Rainie, 2010). Youth has generally embraced WhatsApp application because of its unmatched properties like availability; the simplicity of correspondence, consistent availability, continuous informing administrations and interesting feeling of belongingness alongside zero costing and social association (Zhang and Cristol, 2019). Domestication word originally given by Lohan (1998) means ‘taming the untamed’ (used by Kiran and Shrivastava, 2018) gives an idea of how youth have fitted technology in their day to day life and synchronized knowledge with it. By and large, various investigations have shown that WhatsApp was broadly received by youth as it permitted better openness and simplicity of correspondence offering continuous informing, strengthening, feeling of belongingness and
amiability, delight, speedy data sharing and money-saving advantages (Bere, 2012; Plana et al., 2013; Church & Oliveira, 2013; Yeboah & Ewur, 2014; Soliman & Salem, 2014; Devi & Tevera, 2014; O’Hara, Massimi, Harper, Rubens & Morris, 2014 as Cited by Ahad and Lim, 2014).

But excessive use may lead to addiction (Faye et al., 2016, Kim, 2013 and Flanagan, 2015) affecting the social and mental health of youth. Problematic behavior like insomnia, behavioral issues (Flanagan, 2015, Brauser, 2015; Faye et al., 2016). Attention seeking and aggressive behavior may surface (Brauser, 2015). Proneness to the feeling of emptiness, boredom, and unstable self-image can be more results (Beranuy et al., 2009; Faye et al., 2016).

There is an association between motives of WhatsApp use and mental well being associated with the sharing of information (Faye et al., 2016). Many factors contribute to the behavior of youth, which may have a determining role in sharing social media messages to others. Youth may develop compulsive communication needs in their growing age (Valkenburg and Piotrowski, 2017). There is an essential role of family relationships and parenting practices concerning social media usage and youth violence (Garthe, Sullivan, and Smith, 2019). Even discrimination and health risk behaviors are related (Storrey and Banner, 2019). Kapetanovic, Boele, and Skoog (2019) highlighted the importance of adolescence disclosure within the family process like a parental solicitation. With the increase in the risk youth exhibit delinquent behaviors (Shen, Seo, and Walt, 2019), "depressive symptoms," "dysfunctional attitudes" and "stress generation" (Meiser and Esser, 2017) and feel low about future orientation and self-esteem (Jackman and MacPhee, 2017). Parent’s school satisfaction and youth' motivation are influenced by the parent's socialization practices (Suizzo, Jackson, Pahlke, et al., 2016). The family uses social media for different purposes like for entertainment, information sharing, documentation, etc. which has a positive effect on youth (Coyne, Walker, Fraser, Fellows, and Randal, 2014) and even results in good academic growth (Ahn, 2011). There is an encouraging connection between social networking sites and social indicators, and youth’s social lives are also positively related to social indicators (Antheunis, Schouten, and Krahmer, 2014).

There is a role of both old-style media and novel digital or social media (Christakis et al., 2016). The usage of social media and its effect on adolescent mental health like the higher the usage of social media is related to online provocation, low self-esteem, poor body image, etc. (Kelly, Zillanawala, Booker, and Sacker, 2018). Exploration of various theories related to study of emerging adulthood (Arnett, 2015) had concentrated on developmental psychology indicating there are many procedures by which look related messages are diffused (Kierans and Swords, 2016; Manago, Brown, and Leaper, 2009) as well as emotional, social and enhanced experiences related to adulthood are circulated (Downey and Shana, 2004). Role of body surveillance as mediating between social media use and early adolescent body image is also strong (Salomon and Brown, 2018), especially among girls.

Some researchers observed the content of social media support groups and the depression and other mental health issues in youth (Lerman et al., 2016) and even death in some cases in response to social media comments (Amanda, Williams, and Merten, 2009).

Sarna and Bhatia (2017) highlighted the cyberbullying done through sharing WhatsApp by categorizing it into direct and indirect bullying messages and also mentioned some of the solutions to check the credibility of these messages.
Given the above review work, the following proposition and hypothesis can be proposed:

- **Hypothesis Ha 1:** there is a causative relation between content credibility of WhatsApp messages and decision to share with others

**II Objectives**

Based on the understanding developed from the review, the purposes of the study were set.

- To plan, improve, and systematize an instrument to estimate the perceptual factors of content's credibility of WhatsApp messages as well as the decision of youth to share WhatsApp messages with others.
- To discover the underlying dynamics for perceptual factors of content’s credibility of WhatsApp messages and for the decision Youth to share WhatsApp messages with others.
- To discover the causal association for content’s credibility of WhatsApp messages decision Youth to share WhatsApp messages with others

**III The Study**

The work was first-hand in nature, and primary data was used for this work. The research was determining the perceptual factors of content credibility of WhatsApp messages and decision to share that content with others. The population of the study consisted of youth who were of age group between 15-24 years. Individual youth was the sampling element. The sample size was 300 youth. Initially, 450 questionnaires were circulated to the youths through google docs, Facebook links, and WhatsApp link, but out of those, only 300 questionnaires were found filled and usable for further analysis. Primary data was used to collect the data through questionnaire method. For data collection, self-designed questionnaires for perceptual factors of content credibility of WhatsApp messages and decision to share that content with others were developed as the instruments for measuring the same is not available. Responses were taken on Likert type scale 1 to 5, where 1 stands for minimum agreement and five stands for maximum agreement.

**IV RESULTS & DISCUSSION**

The data from youth were collected for the survey. The youth were pursuing different Programmes from various educational institutes.

**Inferential Statistics**

After getting a questionnaire filled from a sample of three hundred youth, the reliability of all the instruments was checked by Chronbach alpha in PASW software. For the content credibility questionnaire, the standard deviation of the responses is 17.97448, and the mean
value is 93.9264. Cronbach's Alpha is .935, which is acceptable and indicates that the questionnaire is reliable to measure.

**Determinants of Content Credibility**

To find out determinants of the content credibility variable, first of all, adequacy of the sample was checked through KMO and Bartlett's Test. The results (refer table III) indicates a value of .914, symbolizing the adequacy of the sample. Further, the Chi-Square value is 4838.198 at 0% significance level, indicating that the responses matrix is not an identity matrix. This indicates that factor analysis for exploring the determinants of content credibility can be proceeded for. Hence, proposition 1 stands valid.

{Insert Table I here}

**Factor Description**

The study resulted in five determinants of perception of Content Credibility through Exploratory Factor Analysis carried out. The detailed description of the elements is given in table IV. The third factor, fourth factor, and fifth factor has got no items merged with them with a variance of 11.686, 10.533, and 5.352 \%, respectively. Hence finally, two factors were considered. The first factor naming “Fabricated Messages” emerged out as the most important factor explaining the total variance in the variable of 15.572 \%. In total, twenty-four statements got clubbed to form the factor. The second factor naming “Reliable” explained 14.791 \% variance, and three questions got merged to form this common factor.

**Statistics for Decision to Share that Content with Others**

For Decision to Share that Content with Others, the standard deviation of the responses is 38.47244; the mean value is 189.5318. The Cronbach's Alpha value is .973, which is acceptable and indicates that the questionnaire is reliable.

**Determinants of Decision to Share that Content with Others**

First of all, the adequacy of the sample was checked through KMO and Bartlett's Test. The results (refer table II) indicate a value of .936, symbolizing the adequacy of the sample. Further, the Chi-Square value is 14421.014 at 0% significance level, indicating that the responses matrix is not an identity matrix. This indicates that factor analysis for exploring the determinants of Decision to Share that Content with Others can be proceeded for.

{Insert Table II here}

**Factor Description**

The study resulted in nine factors for the decision to share Information with Others. The Eighth and ninth factors have got no items merged with them with a variance of 1.694 and 1.434 \%, respectively. Hence, finally, seven factors were considered. The first factor naming “Pampered and belongingness” emerged out as the most important factor explaining the total variance in the variable of 17.124\%. In total, fourteen statements got clubbed to form the factor. The second important factor, "Patriotic, Authenticated, and Social," explained 15.521 \% variance, and sixteen questions got merged to form this common factor. The third
factor, "Messages related to Others, Scams, Scary, Conspiracies," which clubbed nine items, explained 9.426% variance. The fourth factor naming “Accuracy and Neutrality of Information” explained a 6.558% variance and emerged out as a result of the grouping of four items. Fifth factor naming “Feel good and authorized” explained 5.209% variance and four items got clubbed, the sixth factor, "Sharing Incidents and in Emergency," showing 4.665 % variance has five items clubbed together. The seventh factor, "Match to beliefs, and you feel it right," has a variance of 4.340%, has two items clubbed to it. Hence, proposition 2 stands valid.

Causality Analysis

The causality results indicate a unique relationship between perceptual factors of Content Credibility and Decision to Share with an $R^2$ value of 61.1%. showing content credibility is responsible for significant variance in Decision to share the content with others. The $beta$ value of .782 is also significant as tested by a $t$ value of 21.602@ < 0.0001 (Refer to Table III). A single unit change in content credibility will lead to a 78.2% change in the decision to share WhatsApp messages with others. Hence, hypothesis Ha1 stands valid.

{Insert Table III here}

V CONCLUSION

The study resulted in two major determinants of perception of content credibility of WhatsApp messages namely, “Fabricated Messages” and “Reliable”. The study resulted in seven factors for the decision to share information with others namely: “Pampered and belongingness”, "Patriotic, Authenticated, and Social", "Messages related to Others, Scams, Scary, Conspiracies", “Accuracy and Neutrality of Information”, “Feel good and authorized”, "Sharing Incidents and in Emergency” and "Match to beliefs, and you feel it right". Also, a strong association is found between perceptual factors of Content Credibility of WhatsApp messages and Decision to Share with others. Youth determine the content of WhatsApp messages either as “Fabricated Messages” or “Reliable” and based on this they decide to share these messages. The reasons for sharing may be different. Whether fabricated or reliable, they may share the information messages if it is hit to any of the determinants of sharing as mentioned above.

The results highlighting WhatsApp information sharing can be attributed to the physiognomies of the young respondents, who are mainly youth and are age between 15 to 24 years. They belong to a generation who are born in the digital era and are growing with digital technology. They love to be in touch with others through various social media platforms, WhatsApp being the most preferred one. They are much confident about the use of this media. As far as the credibility of messages is concerned, they feel that the WhatsApp messages whether fabricated or reliable, have emotional expression. The respondents hence feel that though the messages have emotional expressions.

Further, when youth decide to share messages with others, they share because they want to feel loved, liked, and 'wanted'. They want to portray that they are part of the same reference group as other people of the same age group are. They also share messages related to the nation-oneness feeling which display their patriotic feelings. They also share messages wherein
accurate information is given; sometimes, they feel safe to share, which are neutral i.e., not supporting or inclined towards one group. The other reason for sharing messages is that they feel like sharing the information, whether it is relevant or not. Sometimes the messages are shared because of emergency in the situation, emergency on others part is required, they feel motivated to share such information. As the adolescent has their world, messages related to heroic deeds are also shared.

With the growing popularity of the WhatsApp as an information-sharing platform, there are increased chances that this can be a platform from where propagation of misinformation can be done primarily from the younger generation as they cannot generally judge the credible information and more concerned about sharing the information as soon as possible. Further, there are chances that this type of behavior shown by youth may lead to the spread of rumors and similar types of hoax messages. This may have severe implications for society and the nation.
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**Annexure**

**Table I**

*KMO Statistics for Content Credibility*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy</th>
<th>.914</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett's Test of Sphericity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. Chi-Square</td>
<td>4838.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sig</td>
<td>. &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

*KMO Statistics for Decision to Share that Content with Others*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy</th>
<th>.936</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett's Test of Sphericity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. Chi-Square</td>
<td>14421.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>1431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sig</td>
<td>. &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**

*Regression Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>F value and Sig</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T value and Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision to Share</td>
<td>Content Credibility</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
<td>466.648 @</td>
<td>32.376 @</td>
<td>.782 @</td>
<td>21.602 @</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annexure**